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		Level 5 Diploma in Education and Training Online or In-House (DET)


		Take the course online for £950 + VAT each (£1140 total)

		Interest-free payment plan available, pay monthly 12 x £95
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						Level 5 DET Course Details

The Level 5 Diploma in Education and Training is a recognised teaching qualification. It also allows you to apply for Qualified Teacher Learning and Skills (QTLS) status and thus be a fully qualified teacher.

Course Duration

Most students earn their qualification in 70 working days. However, you have up to 18 months to complete this course.

Assessment Method

Theory & Practical

Course Type

Online or In-House

Pricing

All-inclusive – no hidden costs.

Entry Requirements

There are no formal entry requirements for this course but you will need knowledge or expertise in the subject(s) you are assessing.

You will also need the following:

	Two candidates to teach or train for at least 100 hours as part of your training. This could be in a dedicated training centre, school, college, in-house, voluntary group or community setting.
	A qualified teacher or trainer (with at least a Level 5 or above teaching qualification) to monitor your teaching for at least 8 hours. This is completed under our guidance.
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							The Level 5 Diploma in Education and Training course is designed to assist you in becoming a qualified teacher.

By taking this course, you will receive practical advice in planning, constructing and carrying out classroom teaching, ensuring you have mastered modern techniques and best practices to enhance your performance. Learning in a supportive online environment, you will also benefit from support and guidance from one of our expert trainers, who will assess you following Ofsted guidelines throughout the course.





Is the Level 5 DET course right for me?

The Level 5 Diploma in Education and Training course is ideal if you hope to start your career as a teacher or update your existing knowledge and skills in your current teaching role.

Developed with City & Guilds to provide an up-to-date and extensive adult teaching qualification, earning the nationally recognised Level 5 DET qualification provides many future career opportunities in the lifelong learning sector. It also allows you to apply for Qualified Teacher Learning and Skills (QTLS) status, which is often needed for working in schools, colleges, adult education or workplace training in England.

For more, check out our comprehensive guide to everything you can do with a Level 5 teaching qualification.

Level 5 Diploma in Education and Training Online Course

By taking the Level 5 DET course online, you can work at a pace that suits you, with the freedom to study from any location. Your course materials are available 24/7 via our online learning portal, developed by our team of expert teachers and tutors to help you achieve success.

The online learning portal has a range of video lessons, learning materials, templates and guides designed to help you gain your qualification and extend your skills. You’ll also be allocated a named tutor from our team, who will be your guide and support throughout the course.

Book your course online and pay by credit/debit card, PayPal or using a Direct Debit payment plan at no extra cost (£150 deposit, then 5 monthly payments of £150).

Need to pay by invoice via your employer? Contact us to book.

DTLLS Course

The DTLLS course (Diploma in Teaching in the Lifelong Learning Sector) qualification has now been phased out and replaced with the DET course. Both courses are suitable for those hoping to qualify and teach in post-16 education. So if you are looking to obtain a DTLLS qualification to start or advance continue your career in teaching or training, you’re in the right place!

						

					

					


								
		

	
	

		
		

							Book Your Level 5 DET Online Course

						

				Start learning now	 	Price (Ex VAT)	Price (Inc VAT)	Book Now
	Level 5 Diploma in Education and Training (RQF) - Online
Payment Plan with £95 deposit then 12 months £95 direct debit	 	£79.17	£95.00	£79.17Add to basket

	Level 5 Diploma in Education and Training (RQF) - Online
Full Payment	 	£950.00	£1,140.00	£950.00Add to basket




		

	
	

	



	
		
			
									
						Book Your Level 5 DET In-House Training
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									Dates and times to suit your organisation
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									Cost-effective
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									Avoid disruption to the workplace
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									Face-to-face training


									


											

				

				
			


			
								A 24-day Level 5 Diploma in Education and Training course at your workplace - our expert tutors visit and teach face-face

									Number of people	Price (Ex VAT)	Book Now
	Up to 10 people	£16,750.00	£16,750.00Add to basket
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					Level 5 DET Course Content

The Level 5 DET course covers modern teaching theories and practices that can be applied in the learning environment, classroom or workplace.

In this course, we will help you evaluate your current practices and enhance your teaching techniques. You will also benefit from using these new principles in practice during your studies.

The DET course is made up of the following mandatory units*:

Unit 1: Teaching, learning and assessment in education and training

Unit 2: Developing teaching, learning and assessment in education and training

Unit 3: Theories, principles and models in education and training

Unit 4: Wider professional practice and development in education and training

*Only three of these units are mandatory if you already have a CTLLS or CET qualification.

Optional Units

With guidance and support from our team of expert teacher-trainers, who are all lifelong educationalists, you can also complete 3-6 optional units to suit your interests and subject area.

Our Level 5 Diploma in Education and Training course students also benefit from:

	Developing research skills in education and training
	Gaining experience investigating policies and professionalism in the education and training sectors
	Researching the role and potential as a teacher and trainer
	Contributing to quality improvement within an educational environment
	Helping to develop quality teaching and learning in an existing role
	Demonstrating inclusive teaching and learning in professional practice


			    

				


				 
					
					What can I do with a Level 5 Diploma in Education and Training?

The Level 5 DET Diploma in Education and Training holds the same value as a Post-Graduate Certificate in Education (PGCE). You can learn more about the similarities between the DET qualification and PGCE qualification here.

This means that once you complete this course, you can apply to obtain Qualified Teacher Learning and Skills Status (QTLS) with the Society for Learning/Education and Training Foundation, allowing you to teach as a qualified teacher in schools in England.

The DET qualification shows employers you have the expertise to implement theories and current best teaching practices. It demonstrates your ability to transfer knowledge into teaching practice and that you can take a practical and analytical approach to all aspects of training and education.

Level 5 Diploma in Education and Training Online Course or In-House Entry Requirements

To meet the enrolment criteria for our Level 5 Diploma in Education and Training online course, you’ll need literacy and IT skills to conduct the research required to qualify. You do not need to have a degree.

You should have qualifications or experience in your subject area, and either a colleague or volunteer should act as your mentor who must have a teaching qualification at Level 5 or above.

There is also the requirement that you complete at least 100 hours of logged teaching which can be done during or after the course.

How is the course assessed?

You’ll be assessed throughout the course, and you’ll be required to complete various assignments. There is no written exam. Assessments include both theoretical and practical exercises, such as being monitored teaching your pupils or candidates.

You’ll also work closely with one of our tutors, who will provide advice and support throughout your training. This tutor will guide you towards achieving your qualification by assessing your work and providing support, feedback and advice.

Our Level 5 DET course is approved by:
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		Customer Reviews

		     Excellent  
     Based on 24 reviews 
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   Ryan Gaekwad 
 07/03/2023
 
 
  What an excellent training provider! I completed my Level 5 DET with their guidance and support. I highly recommend them. Maureen, Phil and Benedetta were always there to help. Thank you, Carlton Training 🙏🏼
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   Mohamed El Said Abd El Fattah 
 31/01/2023
 
 
  A very professional training provider and Maureen was always available and clarified any questions I had. Thank you.
Highly Recommend 👌👌👌
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   Robbie Boyd 
 19/01/2023
 
 
  This was a great course and they really supported me to teach in the best possible manner.
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   Tony Parkin 
 05/01/2023
 
 
  this is my first time at distance learning and found that i received excellent support
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   Scott calder 
 13/12/2022
 
 
  Brilliant training company. Was very impressed by the knowledge and support from the teachers
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   Matt Johnson 
 22/11/2022
 
 
  I used Carlton to obtain my Level 3 AET (training) award. The course is straightforward and provides all the information necessary to complete the assignments. One the occasion that I needed support, it was provided very quickly.
I would use Carlton again.
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   Mo Koyes 
 12/09/2022
 
 
  great support! will definelty recommend carlton training
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   Innovation Team 
 30/08/2022
 
 
  I found CET Level 4 qualification to be interesting and challenging!
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   Jason Devine 
 11/04/2022
 
 
  Very good company to work with, very supportive and helpful at all stages of my enrollment of this course. I would recommend 100%
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   Mohamed. Elhadad 
 31/03/2022
 
 
  
  
 
  
  
 
  
 
 
	

	




			
			
				Frequently Asked Questions


				

					
						        
							        Do I need a classroom to complete the Level 5 DET?

							        
							    

							    
							        No. You will need to be teaching or training to complete the course, but this does not have to be a in a classroom. After all, learning and assessing can take place in many places!

							    


					
						        
							        How will I provide evidence to pass this course?

							        
							    

							    
							        You will complete your theory work, as well as the plans and results of the practical tasks you carry out on our online learning portal, which is available to you 24hrs per day.

							    


					
						        
							        How can I be sure that I will pass?

							        
							    

							    
							        We provide comprehensive support and guidance to all students on our courses. Your named tutor from our team will advise and guide you through the practical parts of the course.

							    


					
						        
							        How quickly will I gain my Level 5 Diploma in Education and Training?

							        
							    

							    
							        Every student who takes the Level 5 Diploma in Education and Training course will study at a different pace. It can depend on many factors, like other commitments you have in your personal and work life.

Check out How Long Does It Take to Complete a DET? for a full breakdown.

							    


					
						        
							        What learning materials do you provide?

							        
							    

							    
							        Our online learning materials include everything you’ll need to get started. We provide video guides, written resources and clearly designed templates for you to use.

You will also need to do some additional reading and research on your own, under the guidance of your named tutor.

							    


					
						        
							        How many credits is the DET course worth?

							        
							    

							    
							        The Level 5 DET course is worth 120 credits.

When you complete the course, you’ll have a total of at least 120 credits via the following sections or units:

	Teaching, learning and assessment in education and training (20 credits)
	Developing teaching, learning and assessment in education and training (20 credits)
	Theories, principles and models in education and training (20 credits)
	Wider professional practice and development in education and training (15 credits)


In addition to this, you may also have 45 credits from a selection of optional units, which you can choose from to suit your work and interests.

							    


					
						        
							        Is there an age limit for this course?

							        
							    

							    
							        The minimum age to start the Level 5 DET course is 18.

							    


					
						        
							        Do I need to find my own expert witness or observer?

							        
							    

							    
							        Yes, you will need to have a qualified teacher or trainer (with at least a Level 5 or above teaching qualification) to monitor your teaching for at least 8 hours. We will guide them on how to carry this out.

							    


					
						        
							        Should I complete the Level 4 EQA course before starting this qualification?

							        
							    

							    
							        No you don’t need to do the Level 4 EQA qualification before starting this course, but if you do then you’ll have some credits you can use towards your optional units:

	Understanding the principles and practices of externally assuring the quality of assessment (6 credits)


							    


					
						        
							        Should I complete the Level 4 IQA course before starting the DET course?

							        
							    

							    
							        No, you don’t need to do the Level 4 IQA before starting the Level 5 DET course, but if you do then you’ll have some credits you can use which will exempt you from two units:

	Understanding the principles and practices of internally assuring the quality of assessment (6 credits)
	Internally assure the quality of assessment (6 credits)


							    


					
						        
							        Should I complete the Level 4 CET course before starting this course?

							        
							    

							    
							        No you don’t need to do the Level 4 CET before starting this course, but if you do then you might have some credits you can use, which will exempt you from some optional units, such as:

	Teaching in a specialist area (6 credits)


You can also carry over 20 hours of logged teaching time and 2 hours of observed lessons to the DET course.
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							Level 3 Award in Facilitating Learning and Development (RQF)
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							Level 3 Award in Education and Training (AET) (RQF)
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							Level 4 Certificate in Education and Training (CET/CTLLS)
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						Interested in one of our courses?

						
Carlton Training offer a range of online courses. We also hold face to face courses for our customers at their premises around the UK. Our courses lead to nationally recognised qualifcations. Start learning today!


						Contact us
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						Follow us for our latest updates 
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	Got any questions? Get in touch
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